
Strategies to Grow Your 
Farm to School Program



Hello!
I am Leslie Petross

Student Wellness Educator
Calcasieu Parish School Board
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Why Farm to School in Calcasieu? 

If the kids are involved in the 
process, they will be more 
likely to try fruits and 
vegetables. I want them to 
be excited about fruits and 
veggies!
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Harvest of the Month



Harvest of the Month

⬩ Ordered free posters for all our schools.
⬩ Sent out QR code to teachers to have HOM with 

easy access on a resource sheet. 
⬩ Worked with dietetic interns to highlight HOM 

vegetable at a school and provide taste test & let 
students vote.

⬩ District wide satsumas in November
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Harvest of the Month Pictures
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Harvest of the Month Pictures
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Harvest of the Month Pictures
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Harvest of the Month

⬩ This activity in the schools led us to apply for 
Festival of Flavors grant

⬩ As a result of new recipes from HOM activities, 
we are working on a standardized USDA recipe 
to implement sweet potato chocolate chip 
cookies in our schools
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School Gardens



School Gardens
⬩ Seeds to success participants have given nutrition lessons 

in connection with vegetables they are growing and tasting.
⬩ Middle school teacher invited me to cook different 

vegetables and talk about the nutrition, taste and uses each 
semester

⬩ 4 teachers attended Sustainable School Gardening 
Certificate Training with LSU AgCenter last Feb.

⬩ Our school garden count grew to 22 schools
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School Garden
⬩ Teachers are experimenting with hydroponics and 

aquaponics.
⬩ Container gardens
⬩ Greenhouses
⬩ Composting
⬩ Traditional garden with tilled rows
⬩ Several Master Gardeners that assist our teachers
⬩ Collaboration among teachers
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Cooking in Calcasieu



Cooking in Calcasieu

⬩ Monthly cooking videos posted on social media
⬩ Goal is to show people that it can be easy to 

cook and give inspiration to cook healthy meals 
quickly while giving nutrition information

⬩ Used some of the Harvest of the Month recipes
⬩ Easy to use vegetables out of your garden-farm 

to table.
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Variety of Activities



Visit to Schools
⬩ My Farm Web Activity- Students use the visual 

representation of a web to explore the role of 
agriculture in their daily lives and understand how 
most of the necessities of life can be traced back 
to the farm. www.aitcla.org

⬩ "How Did That Get In My Lunchbox: The Story of 
Food" by Chris Butterworth Last page of book 
connects nutrients in the food and how it helps 
the body.
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http://www.aitcla.org


Success
⬩ The lunch ladies are excited when we pick their school to try out 

new dishes and increases morale.
⬩ We get kids talking about what they tried at school. I see kids in 

the community and they say "Hey didn't you cook ____ for us at 
school? That was really good."

⬩ Has the SNP staff thinking of ways to use local products and to 
increase participation

⬩ Teachers that start gardens are so excited when they talk about 
the activities and the students LOVE it!
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Thanks!
Any questions?

Leslie.petross@cpsb.org
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